MD, HMRL Mr.NVS Reddy inspected the Metro Rail works from Cyber Towers to Raheja Mindspace Jn; and the Metro stations and street level urban rejuvenation works between Hitec city station and Jubilee Hills Check Post station along with the engineers of L&TMRHL and HMRL and Cyberabad Traffic Police officers today (Sunday).

In order not to have Metro pillars in the middle of the road between Cyber Towers and Shilparamam flyover, the location of four Metro pillars is being changed. Since the original location of these four Metro pillars in the middle of the road would have permanently reduced the already narrow carriage way between Cyber Towers and the flyover, they are now shifted adjacent to the flyover and two pillars are also accommodated in the central median of the flyover. The ramp portion of the flyover is being widened for this purpose through a difficult engineering solution of strengthening and rebuilding the sidewalls of the ramp of the flyover.

To expedite the construction of 22 Metro pillars and viaduct beyond Hitec city station upto Trident hotel for creation of train reversal facility, Mr.NVS Reddy advised the engineers to take up several activities in parallel mode. He has also discussed the modalities of partial road closure of the road and traffic diversion measures with Cyberabad DCP Traffic Vijay Kumar. This involves temporary partial closure road from Cyber tower junction to Cyber gate way junction and also making Cyber towers flyover as a temporary one way flyover towards Cyber gate way and diverting the traffic through Deloitte X Road – Oracle Jn - Google X Road – Hitex – Shilparamam - Hitec city Jn, etc. The MD has sanctioned road improvement works and instructed the engineers of HMRL and L&TMRHL to immediately strengthen all the alternative roads to facilitate traffic diversion, so that the Metro Rail works can be executed throughout the day and night in order to meet the stiff target set by the Governor during the recent flag off ceremony. The following are the other instructions of the MD:

- L&THMRL engineers to take up the work of 2 portal piers near Cyber Towers immediately and complete them on priority.
- To facilitate the construction of portal piers, traffic will be diverted temporarily till the construction work is completed.
- After these 2 portal piers are erected, construction of regular pillars on the road median shall be taken up by widening and restoring the road in front of Trident hotel for facilitating better movement of traffic.
• The disturbed road shall be restored immediately after completion of Metro Rail works. L&TMRHL engineers shall work in close coordination with Traffic Police to minimise inconvenience to road users.
• L&TMRHL engineers shall remove barricading wherever foundation works are completed to facilitate free flow of traffic.
• MD will hold brainstorming sessions with structural engineering, track, electrical and signalling experts to reduce the duration of each activity on the viaduct in this crucial 650 metre length beyond Hitec city station upto Trident Hotel, for creation of train reversal facility.

**Metro station and Urban Rejuvenation works**

• L&TMRHL shall complete the remaining entry/exit works of Jubilee Hills Check Post, Peddamma temple; Madhapur, Durgamcheruvu and Hitec city Metro stations expeditiously.
• Town Planning wing of HMRL shall immediately demolish the affected properties on the right side of Durgamcheruvu station.
• L&T Construction engineers shall complete the balance works at all the 5 Metro stations in this stretch and remove the barricades and equipment, so that HMRL can take up and complete the balance street level urban rejuvenation works expeditiously.

Project Director, L&TMRHL Mr.M.P.Naidu, HMRL Chief Engineer (Railways) Mr.Pancham, Chief Project Manager Mr.B.Anand Mohan, DCP (Traffic), Cyberabad Mr.Vijay Kumar, SE Mr.M.Vishnuvardhan Reddy, GM(Works) Mr.B.N.Rajeshwar, DCP Mr.A. Balakrishna and other senior engineers and officers of L&TMRHL & HMRL have participated in the inspection.
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MD, HMRL Mr. NVS Reddy inspecting the Road Restoration works at Trident Hotel on Sunday (30.09.2018) along with Cyberabad Traffic Police officers

MD, HMRL Mr. NVS Reddy along with Metro Rail engineers inspecting the widening work of Hitec City Flyover (ramp portion) on Sunday (30.09.2018)
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MD, HMRL Mr. NVS Reddy along with HMRL engineers inspecting Urban Rejuvenation works at Hitec City Station on Sunday (30.09.2018)
MD, HMRL Mr. NVS Reddy along with HMRL engineers inspecting Urban Rejuvenation works at Jubilee Hills Check Post station on Sunday (30.09.2018)